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Hello, I am the newly appointed chair of heavenly 

Korea's Cheoneuiwon. On October 11, True 

Mother restructured our organization with 

revolutionary determination for the completion of 

Vision 2027, the firm establishment of a heavenly 

Korea and a heavenly, unified world. 

 

With absolute faith, absolute love and absolute 

obedience, I will do my utmost to attend the True 

Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind, to unite 

completely with the international headquarters, 

become a protective fence based on the realm of 

three generations and ensure the completion of 

national and continental restoration in all five 

regional groups of heavenly Korea. Moreover, I 

will work on building an unflappable Cheon Il Guk 

above a foundation that will last for eternity, by 

firmly establishing the Cheoneuiwon system in 

accordance with the Cheon Il Guk Constitution and 

by playing the role of a strong, protective fence for 

the True Family's three-generation realm. 

 

I will fulfill my responsibilities in guiding and educating everyone -- from our elder members to our 

Cheon Il Guk leaders, blessed family members and the young children, our future generation, to live as 

flawless Cheon Il Guk citizens with purity, pure sexuality and pure lineage. 

 

As the director of Cheon Shim Won, I will raise pure, chaste leaders and other members who can resonate 

with True Parents' hearts, and thereby raise the status of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and 

Humankind, "the true, holy, and virtuous emperor of Cheon Il Guk, reigning over myriad peoples and 

triumphant on all levels." 

 

I will always offer all my devotion to ensure that no spiritual chaos or confusion arises among our Cheon 

Il Guk citizens and that an eternal reign on earth centering only on our True Parents is built by serving 

and always remaining vigilant to the heart of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind, who are 

absolute, unique, unchanging, and eternal. 

 

Our beloved True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind, I will devote my heart and soul in return for 

your enormous grace. Although I am unworthy, I offer my resolve to do my best with an attitude of 

offering my body to God with a loyal heart. Thank you. Appointment Ceremony Cheon Il Guk Leaders 

for the Realization of Heavenly Unified World ACCEPTANCE SPEECHES 

 


